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The main objective of this research was to create a two dimensional and three
dimensional Environmental Fluid Dynamics Code (EFDC) model using Aberdeen Pool
of the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway for the purpose of determining the differences in
their ability to address sediment transport. These objectives were reached in the results
with comparisons of water levels, sediment concentrations, shear stress, and bed change.
The models produced very similar results for the majority of the sediment transport
throughout both models with the overall trend being deposition except in the upper limits
of the Tombigbee River. The main differences between the two models are produced
from the 2D model being depth averaged and the 3D being able to transport sediment
vertically. The results show the 2D model tends to erode less and deposit more whereas
the 3D model tends to follow the same pattern except for less deposition with more
erosion.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background
The growing population of humans has caused many changes to earth’s natural

landscapes, none more so than the many rivers throughout the world. These rivers have
been changed in just about every way possible to better suit man’s way of life. However,
all changes to these systems are not from just changing the river but by changing
characteristics of the river’s watershed. Increased impervious surfaces on land along with
shortened streams create higher velocities and flows in rivers. To know how these
systems are changing and what changes are likely to occur it is vital for us understand
them to the best of our ability. The complexities of these systems have made it hard to
predict how they will react to different changes. Models are a primary tool to understand
rivers and their processes.
The initial method of modeling these systems was physical modeling which used
scaled down, constructed versions of the actual systems. These models are very effective
in being able to reproduce and study the hydrodynamics of the system but much less
effective in reproducing sediment transport. They can also be costly and time-consuming
to build and operate. In hopes of a more efficient way of modeling these systems,
numerical modeling was adopted. Numerical models make it possible to simulate
sediment transport in longer, larger systems over longer periods of time (Habersack
1998).
1

1.2

Purpose
The overall purpose of this research is to further the ability to create sediment

management tools and a sediment budget for the Mobile Bay Basin. Sedimentation
problems throughout the watershed must have more research and modeling performed to
further the budget. One of the main problems in the Mobile Bay Basin as suggested from
Mississippi State’s and John Ramirez’s (Ramirez 2010) work in the TennesseeTombigbee River and Town creek is the large amounts of erosion in many of the
headwaters and inflows that cause large deposits in the system as well as heavy sediment
transport out of the system. The Basin is made up primarily of the Tombigbee Watershed,
Black Warrior Watershed, Alabama River Watershed, Mobile Tensaw Watershed, and
the Mobile Watershed which are systems that typically pass large quantities of sediment
every year. However, the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway is typically one of the main
suppliers of sediment mainly due to the high amounts of erosion in the headwaters and
inflows throughout the system. Aberdeen Pool, pool located approximately half way
down the TTW is known for having a major sediment deposition problem due to the
inflow of the Town Creek and the Tombigbee River. This study will assist in the
capabilities of modeling the system to help with future application of the model and
hopefully solutions to the sediment issues. The main objective of this research was to
create a two dimensional and three dimensional Environmental Fluid Dynamics Code
(EFDC) model using Aberdeen Pool of the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway for the
purpose of determining the differences in their ability to address sediment transport.
Therefore, the plan for this study was to model the Aberdeen Pool in both two and
three dimensional models using EFDC. The results of the models then were used to
analyze the continuing build up of sediments near River Mile 366 in the model results
2

and decide upon which model can be better applied to the problem. This research can
help to gain more knowledge about modeling these types of situations and what type of
models work best in those situations for application in other locations. This will also help
in designing solutions for those problems. This methods can then be used to advance
analysis of other sedimentation problems in the around the country.

3

CHAPTER II
APPLICATION SITE
The ability to adequately compare the capabilities of two different models is
greatly influenced by the knowledge of the application site. The type of problem
occurring in a system as well as what’s happening in the system is dictated by the
application site. For the purpose of this study Aberdeen Pool on the TennesseeTombigbee Waterway (TTW) was chosen as it allows one to incorporate a wide variety
of applications available in EFDC. This site provides a sediment deposition problem that
is continuing to occur as it also is happening in other systems all over the world.
2.1

Mobile Bay Watershed
The Mobile Bay Watershed (Figure 2.1) is one of the largest watersheds in the

Southeast and contains one of the largest bays in the Gulf of Mexico. The watershed
encompasses 65% of the land area for the state of Alabama, along with portions of
Mississippi, Georgia and Tennessee. Throughout the entire land area the watershed is
made up of a vast network of waterways, rivers, creeks, reservoirs, cutoffs, branches, and
sloughs. The largest rivers in this network consist of the Tombigbee River, Black Warrior
River, Alabama River, Coosa River, and Tallapoosa River as seen in Figure 2.1. The
Coosa River and Tallapoosa River combine to make the Alabama River which is then
joined by the Tombigbee River to form the Mobile River. These two rivers are two of the
main contributors of incoming flow in Mobile Bay which is the receiving waterbody of
the watershed.
4

Mobile Bay is Alabama’s central estuary system and provides a transitional zone,
where the river’s freshwater meets tidally influenced marine waters. The northern end of
Mobile Bay is a delta and marshland. The Bay is approximately 32 miles long and 23
miles across at its widest point. The average depth in Mobile Bay is only about 10 feet,
which makes it one of the shallowest for a bay of this size (Baykeeper 2010).

Figure 2.1

Mobile Bay Watershed and Sub-watersheds (Source: NGI 2010. Used with
Permission.)
5

2.2

Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway
One of the main watersheds being studied is that of the Tennessee-Tombigbee

Waterway (TTW). The TTW is one of the larger contributing rivers in the Mobile Bay
Watershed as it is catchment for all of the northwestern section of the watershed. The
waterway begins with a man-made, locked connection between the Tennessee River and
the Tombigbee River in the northern corner of Mississippi, and then continues to flow
through the corner of the state until it enters the Alabama approximately 100 miles above
the confluence with the Black Warrior River at Demopolis, AL. The combined river then
continues to flow southward until it is joins the Alabama River. The merging of these
rivers forms the Mobile River which flows into Mobile Bay and then the Gulf of Mexico
(Figure 2.2).

6

Figure 2.2

Map of Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway and Connecting Rivers (Source:
TTWDA 2007. Used with Permission.)

The Waterway is distinctively broken up into three sections: River, Canal, and
Divide Cut (Figure 2.3). The upper most section is the Divide Cut section which follows
from the Tennessee River down to the Whitten Lock and Dam which was one of the
largest earth moving projects ever performed in the United States. It is followed
downstream by the Canal section which is from River Mile 412 at the Jamie Whitten
Lock and Dam to River Mile 356 which includes the inflow of the Tombigbee River at
RM 366 which causes the largest sediment issue in the waterway. The last section is the
River section which begins at River Mile 356 to where it merges with the Black Warrior.
7

The TTW includes a total of 10 dams that raise and lower barges, boats, etc. a total of
341 feet. There were several sections of bottomland purchased in the state of Mississippi
to replace the area of bottomland destroyed to create the divide cut. “Over 110,000 acres
of land were acquired for the construction and operation of the project. Some of these
lands are available for public hunting. Also, another 88,000 acres, mostly bottomland
hardwoods, have been purchased from voluntary sellers and managed by the two state
conservation agencies for wildlife habitat. After 12 years of construction, the waterway
opened to commercial traffic in January 1985. Seventeen public ports and terminals are
strategically located within the waterway corridor to serve shippers' needs (TTWDA
2007).”

8

Figure 2.3

2.3

Structures, Public Ports, and Pool Elevations on the Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway (Source: McAnally et al 2002. Used with Permission.)

Aberdeen Pool
Aberdeen Pool is the beginning of the TTW that is called the River Section as the

channel generally follows the original course of the Tombigbee River. The pool is
bordered to the north by Amory Lock and Dam and to the south by Aberdeen Lock and
Dam (Figure 2.4) which is approximately 14 miles following the course of the river and
9

covers approximately 4,000 acres. The Aberdeen Lock is located at river mile 357.5 and
is a 27 foot lift lock with a gated spillway. The upper sill of the lock is at an elevation of
175 feet where as the lower sill is at 148 ft in reference to the mean sea level. The
chamber itself is five feet deep below the lower sill. The desired level of the water pool is
190 feet above the mean sea level (USACE 1979).

Aberdeen
Pool

Figure 2.4

Map of Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway Locks and Dams (Source:
USACE 2011)

The pool watershed was originally configured to have a contributing area of 2045
mi² in the Aberdeen Lock and Dam Design Memorandum No. 17 Sedimentation Study
(USACE 1979) but was later defined as 2047 mi². The 2047 mi² contributing area is the
value to be used for this research as all of the more recent studies have used this value.
10

The discharges into and out of the pool are monitored by four USGS stations which can
be seen in Figure 2.5 that measure inflow and one that measures effluent, or outflow.
There is also a USGS monitored minimum flow structure (MFS) that passes 200 cfs from
Aberdeen Pool to Matubby Creek. Only three of the five USGS stations have sediment
flow data which makes for some restrictions as for detail in the system.

Figure 2.5

Aerial View of Aberdeen Pool Including Tombigbee River (Source: Sharp
2007. Used with Permission.)

There have been three major studies that have shown the sediment transport
pattern in the pool: “Aberdeen Lock and Dam Design Memorandum No. 17” (USACE
1979), Final Report Tombigbee River (East Fork Study)” (USACE 1986), and “Sediment
11

Budget Template Applied to Aberdeen Pool” (Sharp 2007). The “Aberdeen Lock and
Dam Design Memorandum No. 17” study was done prior to the construction of the
waterway and describes the possible sediment characteristics of the Aberdeen Pool. The
Final Report Tombigbee River (East Fork Study)” was performed to show the before and
after construction impacts from the TTW on the Tombigbee East Fork. The most recent
study “Sediment Budget Template Applied to Aberdeen Pool” (Sharp 2007) yielded the
most information as to sediment sources and deposition amounts in the pool. Studies such
as “A Sediment Budget for Town Creek Watershed: Suspended Sediment Transport
Rates Analysis” (Ramirez 2010) were performed on the creeks and streams feeding the
pool to show the main sources of sediment in the system. The knowledge of the sediment
characteristics and transport in the pool is why it was chosen for the application of this
research. Also the complexity of the sediment transport at the inflow of the Tombigbee
River will make it a cornerstone application for use on other systems in the future.
2.4

Sediment Transport and Behavior
The sediment transport in the system is much larger than the initial estimates of

the “Aberdeen Lock and Dam Design Memorandum No. 17.” This is mainly due to the
amounts of sediment being contributed from the old Tombigbee River which enters the
waterway at River Mile 366. The large amounts of sediment being contributed from this
system have been the subject of several studies performed by Mississippi State University
and others (Ramirez 2010, Sharp 2007, McAnally et al 2002, McAnally 2004). These
studies of the headwaters in this system have shown an increase of runoff causing higher
flows and velocities. The higher velocities mixed with larger flows cause massive erosion
of sediment from upland erosion, gully erosion, and bank failure which can then be
12

transported downstream due to larger sediment discharge capacities. These increased
amounts of sediment being transported are intensified during major storm events as this
type of event can pass more sediment than that of the system the rest of the year.
“The East Fork Report (USACE 1986) postulates several causes of
increased deposition due to the Tombigbee River flux. First, sediment loads from
the old Tombigbee River are not minimized by upstream dams. This allows
transportation of normal sediment loads directly into the TTW. Second, a change
in hydraulics allows flow velocity to decrease and deposition to occur where the
two merge. Finally, flow has actually increased in the Tombigbee River due to the
MFS. An increased flow would only cause further sediment transport, resulting in
more deposition in the TTW.” (Sharp 2007)
Though the Tombigbee River may be the largest contributor of sediment system
there are several other sources to the pool as well. These include also Weaver Creek,
Halfway Creek, Tadpole Creek, Moccasin Creek, and Burkett Creek located along the
east bank of the waterway that are contributors as well. Once the sediment has reached
the pool it tends to settle out due to the significant decrease in flow velocity. This causes
large amounts of deposition in the main channel which leads to issues with vessel traffic
through the pool and dredging of approximately 227,000 yards per year (Sharp 2007).
The behavior of the sediment in the channel is then altered significantly by the effects of
prop wash, flow around vessels, bow and stern waves, and pressure fluctuations beneath
vessels (McAnally et al 2004).
As for the sediment leaving the system there are three main sinks to consider:
minimum flow structure (MFS) to Matubby Creek, Aberdeen Lock and Dam, and
dredging. The sediment being passed by the MFS and the lock and dam are estimated as
13

there are ways to estimate but have no way of measuring or knowing the true efficiency
of either system. The initial estimates of the MFS given in the study prior to construction
were an efficiency of 47 percent with a four percent reduction over the first 100 years
(Sharp 2007). The Aberdeen Lock and Dam efficiency is even harder to quantify as the
system is a variable in the fact that the flows leaving each are adjusted with time. The
majority of the sediment transported by the lock and dam will be transported through the
gated spillway as the lock stays closed the majority of the time. However the lock also
acts in the same fashion as a large storm event and can move large amounts of discharge
and sediment in short periods of time. The dredging in the pool is a very easily
quantifiable volume. These amounts are recorded as they are removed from the system.
2.5

Sediment Budget Template Applied to Aberdeen Pool
The “Sediment Budget Template Applied to Aberdeen Pool” is a previous study

in creating a sediment budget for the Mobile River Basin (Sharp 2007). This study was to
help establish a method for creating sediment budgets in these types of systems.
Aberdeen Pool on the Tennessee-Tombigbee Watershed was a great demonstration site as
it is in the upper reaches of the basin. The study was performed using several different
programs: Power Curve Program, Tier 1 Program, Tier 2 Program, and HEC-RAS SIAM
Program (Sharp 2007). The basis for the programs was the Power Curve Program which
used USGS data that was found throughout the pool to define the sediment behavior in
terms of a power function. The Tier 1 and Tier 2 Programs both use power curve
coefficients in order to define the sediment fluxes in a system. However, the Tier 1
program uses bankfull discharge whereas the Tier 2 program uses daily flows in order to
find daily sediment flux which is then integrated over a year to determine annual fluxes
14

(Sharp 2007). Once those programs were finished the total deposition was estimated for
each program using a mass balance equation. These methods were then compared to the
results of the computer program SIAM. The results of the three programs as well as the
actual amount are as shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6

Comparison of Deposition Amounts from Sediment Budget Report
(Source: Sharp 2007. Used with Permission.)

Sharp listed several limitations to the three programs such as limited flow and
sediment data in most systems, estimating the bed load in the Tier 2 program, not being
able to calculate incoming sediment fluxes in SIAM, etc. However, the sediment budget
template seems to be a reliable process for creating a sediment budget as long as
limitations are understood. The conclusion of the study resulted with the Tier 1 being the
easiest and quickest to obtain an answer as it can be performed in approximately one day
but had extremely high sediment fluxes and warned against using it to calculate a
sediment yield. Tier 2 took approximately one week to set up and run and required larger
amounts of data but did provide a more accurate answer which could be considered as a
final estimate in situations with limited time. SIAM was the longest run as its data
15

collection and model runs can take up to one and a half months and much more field
work than the other two programs. The findings of the study recommended that the
SIAM program be used in the Sediment Budget Template (SBT) as it produced the
closest estimate of annual deposition (Sharp 2007). The study also provided insight as to
how the sediment was mainly flowing through the system and assumptions as to what
types of transport are occurring.
“First, the majority of deposition is occurring at mile 366 where the
Tombigbee River flows into the TTW. Secondly, since the TTW is a run of the
river system it is assumed that wash load is passing through the system while
deposition is primarily occurring due to bed material load.” (Sharp 2007)

16

CHAPTER III
2D AND 3D MODELING OF SEDIMENT TRANSPORT IN RIVERS
Sediment transport has typically been modeled with 1D and 2D models since the
development of numerical models with 3D models becoming more common throughout
the last decade. The relative newness of 3D models provides a need for comparison to the
other models to determine the capabilities of each model. The following models provide
examples of these types of applications.
3.1

Development of Three-Dimensional Hydrodynamic and Water Quality
Models to Support Total Maximum Daily Load Decision Process for the
Neuse River Estuary, North Carolina (Wool et al 2003)
The Neuse River Estuary study was performed to develop a hydrodynamic and

water quality model that could simulate a system such as the Neuse River Estuary which
is made up of complex circulation and water quality kinetics. The model was also to
include
“…salinity and temperature stratification, wind driven seiching, dissolved
oxygen stratification, and longitudinal and lateral variations in nutrient and
chlorophyll-a concentrations.” (Wool et al 2003)
The Neuse River Estuary was considered a prime development location as the
estuary had been placed on the 303(d) list for nutrients with the North Carolina
Department of Water Quality and was scheduled for total maximum daily load (TMDL)
development by spring of 2001. Due to the complexity in the three-dimensional
hydrodynamics of the system the estuary was modeled using the Environmental Fluid
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Dynamics Code (EFDC). Figure 3.2 shows the 3D EFDC hydrodynamic and water
quality model as it was created in the estuary from above the Streets Ferry Bridge above
New Bern, North Carolina down to Maw Point at the Pamlico Sound boundary (Wool et
al 2003).

Figure 3.1

Neuse River Estuary EFDC Model Grid (Source: Wool et al 2003. Used
with Permission)

The EFDC model was linked with the US. EPA Water Quality Analysis
Simulation Program (WASP6) in order to analyze the water quality portion of the model.
“The eutrophication model of WASP was used to simulate the complex nutrient transport
and cycling in the estuary. The purpose of the water quality model is to predict a response
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in chlorophyll-a and dissolved oxygen concentrations as a function of nutrient loadings
and transport throughout the Neuse River Estuary (Wool, Davie, and Rodriguez 2003).”
The model was initially calibrate using data from 1998 and then confirmed with the
following two years. Once the model was calibrated many different scenarios were run
using different loadings and TMDL scenarios to observe the changes in the areas in the
303(d) listed segments.
The results of the model compared “…with the extensive dataset shows that the
models are accurately simulating the longitudinal/seasonal distribution of the
hydrodynamics, mass transport, and water quality (Wool et al 2003).” This was a large
improvement in the ability of predicting water quality using functions of environmental,
meteorological, and loading conditions in a mechanistic model as this was one of the first
applications of a three dimensional model of its kind. The length of time that it took to
make the model, seven months, was relatively short compared to the amount of
knowledge that this model provides for the system. The model was noted as not being
able to include all the processes that are happening in the surrounding environment such
as precipitation, pollination, etc. but were able to include the major variables contributing
to the water quality in the system.
3.2

3D Numerical Modeling of Flow and Sediment Transport in Open Channels
(Wu et al 2000)
The “3D Numerical Modeling of Flow and Sediment Transport in Open

Channels” was a study that proposed a 3D model for flow and sediment transport by
using a flow solver (FAST3D) developed at the University of Karlsruhe, Germany, which
incorporates the full Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations with the k-ε turbulence
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model and sediment transport equations for open channels as seen in Equations 3.1 and
3.2.
“Special free-surface and roughness treatments are introduced for openchannel flow; in particular the water level is determined from a 2D Poisson
equation derived from 2D depth-averaged momentum equations. Suspended-load
transport is simulated through the general convection-diffusion equation with an
empirical settling-velocity term. This equation and the flow equations are solved
numerically with a finite-volume method on an adaptive, non-staggered grid. Bedload transport is simulated with a non-equilibrium method and the bed deformation
is obtained from a loose bed with net deposition, and the full 3D total-load model is
validated by calculating the flow and sediment transport in a 180° channel bend
with movable bed. In all cases, the agreement with measurements is generally
good.” (Wu et al 2000)
0
1

1

Equation 3.1 Reynolds-averaged Continuity and Navier-Stokes Equations
1

0

Equation 3.2 Governing Sediment Transport Equation for Open Channels
This study resulted in a 3D numerical model for open channel river systems that
can predict the flow and sediment transport in the system. The general flow solver
FAST3D was adapted by adding bed-roughness and free-surface treatments. Taking this
setup and adding a model for sediment transport along with interaction programming the
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sediment mass-balance equation was used to integrate over the entire water depth to find
the bed deformation. The 2D suspended load model was tested and proofed with and
without entrainment. Once all of this testing was finished the complete 3D model was
tested in a 180 degree bend by measuring the flow and sediment transport. With the
model reproducing a scour channel on the outside of the bend and the results compared
with previous studies that can be found in this paper, the study and model was considered
a success. However, the results also stated that the model should be tested in other
situations and extended to cover effects such as transverse bed slope and bed-load
transport.
3.3

Depth-Averaged Two-Dimensional Numerical Modeling of Unsteady Flow
and Nonuniform Sediment Transport in Open Channels (Wu 2004)
This study was performed to develop a depth-averaged two dimensional

numerical model that adopts a nonequilibrium transport approach for bed load and
suspended load as well as introduces a correction factor in the nonuniform sediment
transport capacity formulas for a hiding and exposure mechanism.
“The 2D shallow water equations are solved by the SIMPLE(C) algorithms
with the Rhie and Chow’s momentum interpolation technique. The proposed
sediment transport model adopts a nonequilibrium approach for nonuniform totalload sediment transport. The bed load and suspended load are calculated
separately or jointly according to sediment transport mode.” (Wu 2004)
The model actually simulates sediment transport either decoupled and then uses a
sediment module to couple the computations together for sediment transport, bed change,
and bed material sorting. To account for the effect of gravity on sediment transport in
channels with steep slopes an empirical formula was used that has been tested against
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experimental data with positive results. This model was set up and executed for five
different cases with the most in depth being the unsteady flow and sediment transport in
the East Fork River in Wyoming. The model reasonably predicted the complexity of the
system and yielded fairly good results, Figure 3.2 and 3.3, considering the system. As a
result of reasonable to really good results in the case runs the model was considered
useful. The results of the model during two different experimental and field cases were
then compared against the measured data with good results as shown below (Wu 2004).

Figure 3.2

Measured Versus Simulated Water Surface Profiles in the East Fork River
(Source: Wu 2004. Used with Permission.)
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Figure 3.3

Measured Versus Simulated Sediment Discharges at the Outlet (Source:
Wu 2004. Used with Permission.)
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CHAPTER IV
APPLICATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL FLUID DYNAMICS CODE (EFDC)
4.1

EFDC Model
The Environmental Fluid Dynamics Code (EFDC) is a multifunctional surface

modeling system capable of modeling hydrodynamic, sediment-contaminant, and
eutrophication components in one, two, or three dimensional spatial resolutions (Tetra
Tech 2002). The code was originally developed as a public domain model at Virginia
Institute of Marine Science and is currently maintained by Tetra Tech Inc. and the US
EPA. The model employs a semi-implicit, finite volume solution for either two or three
time stepping hydrostatic equations (Tetra Tech 2002). The model has the capabilities to
simulate wetting and drying of flood plains, mud flats, and tidal marshes and contains an
integrated near-field mixing zone model. The model also has hydraulic capabilities for
control structures such as dams and culverts and can simulate wave boundary layers and
wave induced currents. The model allows the simulation of multiple size classes in both
cohesive and noncohesive sediment such as that used in this study. The model also has
contaminant transport and eutrophication capabilities that have been used in many studies
but was not used for this study.
“A sediment processes function library allows the model user to choose
from a wide range of currently accepted parameterizations for settling, deposition,
resuspension and bed load transport. The sediment bed is represented by multiple
layers and includes a number of armoring representations for noncohesive
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sediment and a finite strain consolidation formulation for dynamic prediction of
bed layer thickness, void ratio and pore water advection.” (Tetra Tech 2002)
4.2

Application History
EFDC has been used on over 80 different river, lake, estuary, coastal region and

wetland systems throughout the world. EFDC has been applied to all kinds of systems
from Virginia’s James and York River estuaries to Chesapeake Bay, Indian River
Lagoon, Florida, as well as the Florida Everglades. Its applications have been from as
small as just hydraulics to as much as simulations with pollutant and pathogenic
organism transport with point and nonpoint sources. The model can also be used to
simulate overbank activity in high flows, dense vegetation, or simply sediment transport
as is it is being used for this study (Tetra Tech 2002). Some other notable systems that
this model has been used on is Lake Okeechobee, FL; Yazoo River, MS; San Francisco,
CA; Wadden Sea, Germany; Nan Wan Bay, Taiwan; and the Chattahoochee, GA.
4.3

Grid Generation
Two grids were used for this study -- a coarse grid generated by Yi (2010) and a

new grid using the Surfacewater Modeling System (SMS) (Aqueveo 2009). The second
grid generated was a horizontally orthogonal and curvilinear grid divided into 3495 active
cells with an average size of 25 meters by 75 meters compared to that of 601 cells from
the coarse grid with an average size 100 meters by 200 meters. The bathymetry data used
to generate the grid were the same used from in the previous study which was a
combination of 2007 Mississippi State University Aberdeen Pool bathymetry survey and
USACE 2005 survey of the main navigation channel (Yi 2010). The data were inserted
into SMS and then interpolated throughout the grid to determine the bathymetry of the
25

model. However, some cells were altered due to known differences in the grid through
other studies. The result was a fine grid that was very comparable with the coarse grid in
boundary, area and volume as can be seen in Figure 4.1 through 4.3.
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Figure 4.1

Aberdeen Pool Fine EFDC Grid
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CHAPTER V
METHODOLOGY
5.1

Model Simulation Methods
The Environmental Fluid Dynamics Code simulates hydrodynamics, sediment,

toxics, water quality, etc. For the purpose of hydrodynamics the Equation 5.1, where h is
fluid depth, u is the velocity component, and the subscript indicates the direction, was
used for the 2D model. Equation 5.2 is the equation used for the 3D model
hydrodynamics. It should be noted that the Equation 5.2 is the equivalent of Equation 5.1
divided by ρg, density multiplied by gravity.

h hu x hu y


0
x
y
t
Equation 5.1 2D Continuity Equation

  u x  u y  u z



0
t
x
y
z
Equation 5.2 3D Continuity Equation
As for the any constituents in the system such as sediment or toxics the equations
changes as to add a variable for the constituent. Equation 5.3 shows the transport
equation for the 2D model with the c term representing the constituent being transported
in units of mass. Once again the 3D equation, Equation 5.4, is the equivalent of the
Equation 5.3 divided by ρg.

hc hu x c hu y c


0
t
x
y
Equation 5.3 2D Constituent Continuity Equations
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Equation 5.4 3D Constituent Continuity Equation
5.2

Test Conditions
The conditions used for this study are the same as those used for Yi’s (2010)

study. The hourly meteorological data such as wind speed and direction, air pressure, air
temperature relative humidity, precipitation, solar radiation, and fractional cloud cover
were originally obtained the sources shown in Table 4.1.
Table 5.1

Sources of Meteorological Data

Data
Wind Speed & Direction
Barometric pressure, Air temperature, Fractional Cloud Cover
Relative Humidity
Solar Radiation
Precipitation

Source
Columbus Air Force Base, MS (WBAN 13825)
Columbus Air Force Base, MS (WBAN 13825)
Calculated based on Air and Dew Point Temperature
Calculated based on Diurnal Time and Cloud Cover
Aberdeen, Monroe County, MS (220021)

A half year simulation period beginning January 1, 1996 was chosen for the run.
The entire data set from the Yi’s study was inserted but was limited to 182 days with a
varying time step with a maximum of 4 seconds. This data set was originally collected for
a 10 year period from the USACE gage records. The USGS stations in the Tombigbee
River (02347000) and at Aberdeen Lock and Dam (02437100) provided these daily
flows. From these values the flow coming from the Amory Lock was computed using the
difference in the two flows as to be consistent with no storage effects as this is the
method by which the dams are usually operated. During instances when larger flows were
recorded coming from the Tombigbee River 9.20 m³/s was specified coming from the
Amory Lock (Yi 2010). Water temperatures were estimated by scattered historical water
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temperature data from the Tombigbee River. The initial total suspended sediment was 10
mg/L and the initial bed grain size (d50) was 362.5 mm in the channel above the
Tombigbee River inflow and 14.6 mm from the inflow down as these were the
characteristics in Yi’s study, but the DDT (dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane) data were
not used for these models. The suspended sediment data were broken up into two
different classifications as can be seen in Table 4.2. The initial bed makeup consisted of a
50:50 ratio of each sediment class.
Table 5.2

Model Sediment Classifications

Class No.
Size Boundary
Size Range (m)
Size (m)

Cohesive Sediment
1
Clay, Silt
-5
0~6.3×10
-5
2.1×10

Noncohesive Sediment
1
Very Fine to Coarse Sand
-5
-3
6.3×10 ~1.0×10
-4
4.38×10

The model offers several methods such as Garcia & Parker, Van Rijn, and Smith
& McLean for calculating the suspended sediment transport and Van Rijn, EngelandHansen, and Wu, Wang, & Jia for the bedload sediment transport in the model. For the
purposes of these models the method of suspended sediment calculations were Garcia &
Parker and bedload calculations were Engeland-Hansen Equation for the bedload. The
initial water surface elevation used for the run was 57.912 m as this is considered normal
pool elevation. The grid also had a uniform effective roughness height of 0.02 m.
Directional flow guides were inserted at the Tombigbee River and Amory Dam Gates
inflows as well as the Aberdeen Dam Gates outflow as instabilities were observed in the
model’s water surface elevations where abrupt accelerations occurred.
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5.3

Methods of Analysis
The results of the study were reviewed visually, graphically, and statistically. The

figures showing the model grid in the following chapter shows characteristics of the
water column and sediment bed after the run as to show how the model changed over
time. Certain characteristics of the model such as the water levels, cohesive suspended
sediment concentrations, and noncohesive suspended sediment concentrations were
plotted in Figures 6.38, 6.40, and 6.41 as to show the differences throughout the run.
These values were then averaged throughout the entire run to provide the mean values in
Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. Then as a final analysis the root mean square (RMS) values were
calculated for the differences between 2D and 3D results to provide the magnitude of the
varying results of the model. The RMS is used as it allows for variations in both positive
and negative values. Equation 5.5 shows the method of calculating the RMS.

Equation 5.5 Root Mean Square Equation
Where x is the time varying difference between 2D and 3D results and subscripts
indicate time steps i=1 to n. For example,
xi   2D depth change in a cell    3D depth change in a cell   at timestep i
Equation 5.6 Time Varying Difference Equation
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CHAPTER VI
RESULTS
6.1

2D Results
The 2D EFDC model was run with the same grid as that of the 3D model but with

only one vertical layer. The flow and sediment transport are limited to only the x- and yhorizontal directions.
6.1.1

Water Surface Elevation
The 2D model’s simulated water surface elevations were comparable to the Yi’s

(2010) model results as shown in Figure 6.1. There are negligible differences throughout
the beginning of the run but the main difference is water level after the peak event. This
is believed to be primarily because of the new model’s more refined, but 2D, grid
possible difference in actual storage at higher water levels. However, the differences
between this and the prior results are negligible as this model is not for validation but for
comparing to the 3D model. Both models keep the water level after the peak event too
high, and this effect is believed to be due to a discrepancy between the way the lock and
dams gates were controlled compared with actual experience.
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2D Water Surface Elevations over Length of Run at Cell 36 338

To begin the run the pool elevation is set to a constant 57.9 meters except for in
the Tombigbee Channel in which it is increased as to create sufficient inflow velocities
into the TTW. Figure 6.2 is illustrates the elevation of the TTW as compared to the
Tombigbee Channel as this is the only major elevation change in the model. The Figure
itself is from the end of the run but illustrates the gradient in water surface elevations
from the canal section to the Tombigbee River.
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Figure 6.2

2D End of Run Water Surface Elevation at Tombigbee River Inflow
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6.1.2

Water Velocities
The 2D model calculates depth averaged velocities. Figure 6.3 shows the

horizontal velocities in the area where the Tombigbee River flows into the canal section.

Figure 6.3

2D Horizontal Water Velocities at Tombigbee River Inflow
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6.1.3

Sediment Transport
This section shows the results for the different characteristics of the sediment

transported throughout the 2D model. All of the figures in this section are images at the
end of the 182 day run. The different characteristics of the following figures were all
constants to begin the runs. Figure 6.4 shows the d50, the average grain size for that area,
in microns for the entire thickness of the bed for both the Tombigbee River and the canal
section of the TTW. The figure shows the increase in the d50 from the mouth of the river
up to the Amory Lock. Figures 6.5-6.8 show how the cohesive and noncohesive
sediments are distributed throughout this region of the river by the end of the run. The
first two figures show both types of sediment as a percentage of the total sediment for
that area. The following two figures show the actual mass of the sediment in that area in
kilograms per square meter. Figure 6.9 shows the shear stress being exerted on the top of
the bed in Newtons per square meter through the region and how it differs from in the
canal to the river. Figure 6.10 gives the most definition as to how the bed has changed
through the model as it shows deposition and erosion in this section by showing the
remaining top layer thickness of the bed.
All of these figures show how much the river system changed through running the
model in 2D. The last figures (6.11 through 6.18) in this section show how suspended
sediment (mg/l) moved through the system during the largest event which occurred from
110 to 117 days. The first four (Figure 6.11-6.14) are of the cohesive and the last four
(Figures 6.15-6.18) are of the non-cohesive sediment which are defined in Table 4.2.
Both sets of figures show four time steps to show how the mass of the suspended
sediment migrated through the Tombigbee River and out into the TTW.
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Figure 6.4

2D Complete Sediment Bed d50 at Tombigbee River Inflow
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Figure 6.5

2D Mass Fraction for Cohesive Sediment in the River Bed at Tombigbee
River Inflow
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Figure 6.6

2D Mass Fraction for NonCohesive Sediment in the River Bed at
Tombigbee River Inflow
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Figure 6.7

2D Mass of Cohesive Sediment in the River Bed at Tombigbee River
Inflow
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Figure 6.8

2D Mass for NonCohesive Sediment in the River Bed at Tombigbee River
Inflow
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Figure 6.9

2D Shear Stress in Sediment Bed at Tombigbee River Inflow
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Figure 6.10

2D Thickness of Top Layer of Sediment Bed at Tombigbee River Inflow
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Figure 6.11

2D Cohesive Suspended Sediment Large Event Day 110.00 at Tombigbee
River Inflow
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Figure 6.12

2D Cohesive Suspended Sediment Large Event 110.83 at Tombigbee River
Inflow
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Figure 6.13

2D Cohesive Suspended Sediment Large Event 113.00 at Tombigbee River
Inflow
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Figure 6.14

2D Cohesive Suspended Sediment Large Event 117.00 at Tombigbee River
Inflow
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Figure 6.15

2D Non-Cohesive Suspended Sediment Large Event 110.00 at Tombigbee
River Inflow
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Figure 6.16

2D Non-Cohesive Suspended Sediment Large Event 110.83 at Tombigbee
River Inflow
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Figure 6.17

2D Non-Cohesive Suspended Sediment Large Event 113.00 at Tombigbee
River Inflow
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Figure 6.18

2D Non-Cohesive Suspended Sediment Large Event 117.00 at Tombigbee
River Inflow
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6.2

3D Results
As previously stated the 3D EFDC model was run with the same grid as that of

the 2D model but with five vertical layers. The flow and sediment transport are not
limited to only the x- and y- directions but can vary in the z- direction as well. All of the
figures in this section use the same limits as those for the 2D section as to help visualize
the differences in the results.
6.2.1

Water Surface Elevation
The 3D model’s simulated water surface elevations were comparable to the

observed data as shown in Figure 6.19. There are several small differences but the main
difference is water level after the peak event. This is believed to be because of several
different reasons: different type of grid, different EFDC code, more refined grid, no
toxins ran, and mostly due to a possible difference in actual storage at higher water
levels. The following figure shows how closely the model follows the actual observed
water levels for the period simulated.
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To begin the run the pool elevation is set to a constant 57.9 meters except for in
the Tombigbee Channel in which it is increased as to create sufficient inflow velocities
into the TTW which is the same as the 2D model. Figure 6.20 illustrates the elevation of
the TTW as compared to the Tombigbee Channel as this is the only major elevation
change in the model.
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Figure 6.20

3D End of Run Water Surface Elevation at Tombigbee River Inflow
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6.2.2

Water Velocities
The 3D model calculates velocities using a method that divides the water into a

set number of layers. Figure 6.21 shows the horizontal velocities in the area where the
Tombigbee River flows into the canal section. Figure 6.22 helps to visualize how the 3D
model has the ability of having velocities in the z direction.

Figure 6.21

3D Horizontal Water Velocities at Tombigbee River Inflow
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Figure 6.22

3D Vertical Water Velocities at Tombigbee River Inflow
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6.2.3

Sediment Transport
This section shows the results for the different characteristics of the sediment bed

from the 3D model. All of the figures in this section, like those for the 2D model, are
images at the end of the 182 day run. The different characteristics of the following figures
all were all constants to begin the runs. Figure 6.23 shows d50, the average grain size for
that area, in microns for the Tombigbee River and the canal section of the TTW. The
figure shows the increase in the d50 from the mouth of the river up to the Amory Lock as
well as around the inflow and directly downstream. Figures 6.24-6.27 show how the
cohesive and noncohesive sediments are distributed throughout this region of the river by
the end of the run. The first two of the figures show both types of sediment as a
percentage of the total sediment for that area. The following two figures show the actual
mass of the sediment in that area in kilograms per square meter. Figure 6.28 shows the
shear stress being exerted on the top of the bed in Newtons per square meter through the
region and how it differs from in the canal to the river. Figure 6.29 gives the most
definition as to how the bed has changed through the model as it shows total deposition
and erosion. Figures 6.30 through 6.37 shows how suspended sediment moved through
the system during the largest flow event which occurred from 110 to 117 days. The first
four (Figures 6.30-6.33) are of the cohesive and the last four (Figures 6.34-6.37) are of
the non-cohesive sediment which are defined in Table 4.2. Both figures show four time
steps to show how the mass of the suspended sediment migrated through the Tombigbee
River and out into the TTW.
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Figure 6.23

3D Complete Sediment Bed d50 at Tombigbee River Inflow
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Figure 6.24

3D Mass Fraction for Cohesive Sediment in the River Bed at Tombigbee
River Inflow
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Figure 6.25

3D Mass Fraction for NonCohesive Sediment in the River Bed at
Tombigbee River Inflow
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Figure 6.26

3D Mass of Cohesive Sediment in the River Bed at Tombigbee River
Inflow
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Figure 6.27

3D Mass of NonCohesive Sediment in the River Bed at Tombigbee River
Inflow
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Figure 6.28

3D Shear Stress in Sediment Bed at Tombigbee River Inflow
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Figure 6.29

3D Thickness of Top Layer of Sediment Bed at Tombigbee River Inflow
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Figure 6.30

3D Cohesive Suspended Sediment Large Event Day 110.00 at Tombigbee
River Inflow
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Figure 6.31

3D Cohesive Suspended Sediment Large Event Day 110.83 at Tombigbee
River Inflow
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Figure 6.32

3D Cohesive Suspended Sediment Large Event Day 113.00 at Tombigbee
River Inflow
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Figure 6.33

3D Cohesive Suspended Sediment Large Event Day 117.00 at Tombigbee
River Inflow
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Figure 6.34

3D Non-Cohesive Suspended Sediment Large Event Day 110.00 at
Tombigbee River Inflow
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Figure 6.35

3D Non-Cohesive Suspended Sediment Large Event Day 110.83 at
Tombigbee River Inflow
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Figure 6.36

3D Non-Cohesive Suspended Sediment Large Event Day 113.00 at
Tombigbee River Inflow
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Figure 6.37

3D Non-Cohesive Suspended Sediment Large Event Day 117.00 at
Tombigbee River Inflow
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6.3

Comparison of 2D and 3D Results
The figures in the past two sections show how both models differed by the end of

both runs. The following two figures show how models compare in water surface
elevations and suspended sediment concentrations throughout the run. Figure 6.38 shows
the difference between the 2D and 3D models water surface elevations at the inflow at
the upstream end just below Amory Lock and Dam (See Figure 6.39). The figure shows
how the 2D model typically had a lower water surface elevation until after the large event
around 115 days. The two models switch roles after the event as the 2D model tends to
deposit more, especially after high flow events.
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upstream end of pool)
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The following table gives a statistical view of the water levels in the four main
areas of Aberdeen Pool. The mean values for each model are in meters.
Table 6.1
Location

Comparison of 2D with 3D Water Levels
2D Mean

3D Mean

RMS Difference

Upper Pool

58.18

58.20

9.4E-02

Middle Pool

58.10

58.07

8.7E-02

Tombigbee

58.19

58.15

9.6E-02

Lower Pool

58.04

58.01

7.4E-02

A major question was the sediment transport in the model and how it can
duplicate the deposition problem below the mouth of the Tombigbee River into the TTW
in 2D and 3D. The sediment moving through the system tends to follow the pattern of the
water surface elevation as when high flow events happen they tend to move most of the
sediment that will move through the system. Figure 6.40 shows amount of cohesive
suspended sediment in transport throughout the entire run for both the 2D and 3D models
in cell 14 228 (shown in Figure 6.39). The cell where the data was collected is located in
one of the bendways in the Tombigbee River as this is where most of the sediment comes
from. This also helps to show how 3D transport reduces the amount of sediment being
transported in the bend during peak flows.
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Layout of the Northern Section of Aberdeen Pool
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The following table (Table 6.2) gives a statistical view of the cohesive suspended
sediment concentrations in the four main areas of Aberdeen Pool. The mean values for
each model are in milligrams per liter.
Table 6.2

Comparison of 2D with 3D Cohesive Suspended Sediment Concentrations
(mg/l)

Location

2D Mean

3D Mean

RMS Difference

Upper Pool

7.0E-01

8.9E-01

9.2E+00

Middle Pool

9.1E-01

1.3E+00

1.1E+01

Tombigbee

2.4E+01

2.0E+01

4.7E+01

Lower Pool

7.9E+00

8.8E+00
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2.4E+01

Figure 6.41 shows amount of noncohesive suspended sediment in transport
throughout the entire run for both the 2D and 3D models in cell 14 228 (shown in Figure
6.39). The pattern tends to follow that shown throughout the run for the 2d model (Figure
6.40).
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The following table (Table 6.3) gives the statistical view of the noncohesive
suspended sediment concentrations in the four main areas of Aberdeen Pool. The mean
values for each model are in milligrams per liter. The mean values are relatively low for
both cohesive and noncohesive suspended sediment concentrations as the majority of
days throughout the run have little to no sediment being transported which overpowers
the larger spikes of sediment seen in Figures 6.40 and 6.41.
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Table 6.3

Comparison of 2D
Concentrations (mg/l)

with

3D

NonCohesive

Suspended

Location

2D Mean

3D Mean

RMS Difference

Upper Pool

5.1E-02

1.3E-01

6.56E-01

Middle Pool

5.8E-01

1.4E-00

1.34E-00

Tombigbee

9.3E-01

1.4E-00

8.31E-01

Lower Pool

1.72+01

2.83+01

1.18E+01

Sediment

Table 6.4 gives a statistical view of the shear stress in Newtons per square meter
in the four main areas of Aberdeen Pool. Table 6.5 gives a statistical view of the change
in the bed in meters in the four main areas of Aberdeen Pool.
Table 6.4

Comparison of 2D with 3D Shear Stress (N/m^2)

Location

2D Mean

3D Mean

RMS Difference

Upper Pool

4.98E-02

3.84-02

1.98E-02

Middle Pool

2.21E-01

2.17E-01

3.13E-02

Tombigbee

1.60E+00

1.66E+00

3.56E-01

Lower Pool

9.78E-01

7.73E-01

4.69E-01

Table 6.5
Location

Comparison of 2D with 3D Bed Change (m)
2D Mean

3D Mean

RMS Difference

Upper Pool

-0.20

0.50

2.24E-01

Middle Pool

2.00

2.00

0.00E+00

Tombigbee

-1.05

-1.10

8.37E-01

Lower Pool

0.80

1.25

7.42E-01
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Building the 2D model took approximately three months as there was a problem
with the model storing water. The model would run correctly until the first high flow and
would begin to collect water at an exponential rate. Preventing this instability required
that

directional straighteners be added to the inflows and outflow. Once this was

corrected and the 2D model was finished it took approximately one week to convert that
model to a 3D model. Once running, the 3D model took approximately one month to
complete the run compared to about one week for the 2D. One of the main challenges for
the 3D model was the time step had to be altered several times throughout the run to
maintain stability, increasing simulation time.
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CHAPTER VII
ANALYSIS
7.1

EFDC 2D Analysis
The application of this model has revealed several differences between the two

and three dimensional models. The results from the previous chapter illustrated how the
models developed the system throughout the run. One of the main factors driving the 2D
model is that it uses depth averaging. Depth averaging typically appears to cause the
model to produce less shear stress on the bed of the channels as well as slower velocities
in steeper channels as can be seen in Table 6.4 in the Tombigbee section of the pool.
However, in areas with slower velocities and larger bodies of water the shear stress is
actually higher in 2D as shown in Table 6.4. Because of these aspects of the model there
is less erosion on the stream bed in the 2D model as can be seen in Table 6.5.
The amount of deposition and erosion can be observed by viewing Figure 6.10 as
it shows the thickness of the top layer remaining in the bed as well as Table 6.5. This
image clearly shows a large section of deposition just downstream of the inflow of the
Tombigbee River and little erosion in the section. Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the mass of
the sediment for both sediment classes that were distributed throughout this stretch of the
river which shows where each sediment size settles out and distributes itself. Figure 6.4
shows how much the d50, mean grain size, increased from its original state upstream of
the river influence. The sediment can be viewed better visually as per how much of each
sediment type is distributed throughout the region as it is shown in a mass fraction in
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Figures 6.5 and 6.6. The trend produced throughout most of the entire TTW was
deposition except in the Tombigbee River and a few areas of higher velocity for this
model.
The bed in the canal section above the inflow of the river shows the bed staying
somewhat consistent with larger amounts of deposition on the sides of the channel. The
upper section of the Tombigbee River shows some erosion in the steepest area in the
system. The velocities tend to slow down as river enters the canal causing deposition (and
some erosion) around the entrance with larger amounts of deposition on the western
downstream bank. Throughout the rest of the pool there tends to be low to medium
amounts of deposition except for at the outflow at the lock.
7.2

EFDC 3D Analysis
The three dimensional results from the previous chapter showed visual

illustrations of the how the model developed the system throughout the run. Unlike the
2D model, the 3D model allows flow and sediment movement in all directions throughout
the system instead of depth averaging. The ability for vertical transport and vertical
variation in transport allows the model to produce more shear stress on the bed of the
channels as well as higher velocities and a helical flow that can induce shear stresses at
different angles on the bed. Because of these aspects of the model there is more erosion
on the stream bed and smaller amounts and different patterns of deposition.
The amount of deposition and erosion for the 3D model can be observed by
viewing Figure 6.29 as it shows the thickness remaining of top layer of the bed. This
image clearly shows some erosion right below the inflow of the river and then a large
area of deposition that spreads completely across the canal section of the river. Figures
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6.26 and 6.27 show the mass of the sediment for both sediment classes that were
distributed throughout this stretch of the river. Figure 6.23 shows how the d50, mean
grain size, remained relatively the same throughout the run except for an increase on the
eastern shore above the inflow of the Tombigbee River and around the mouth of the
inflow. The sediment can be viewed better visually as per how much of each sediment
type is distributed throughout the region as it is shown in a mass fraction in Figures 6.24
and 6.25. The trend produced throughout most of the entire river system again was
deposition except in a few areas of higher velocity.
The bed in the canal section above the inflow of the river shows the bed staying
somewhat consistent with larger amounts of deposition on the eastern side of the channel.
The upper section of the Tombigbee River shows some erosion where the bed slope is the
steepest in the system. The velocities tend to slow down as river enters the canal at first
allowing a point to form by deposition. This then causes the water velocity to increase
causing some erosion around the entrance with larger amounts of deposition across the
entire canal downstream. Throughout the rest of the pool there tends to low to medium
amounts of deposition except for at the outflow at the lock.
7.3

EFDC 2D and 3D Comparison
The models produce very similar results for several aspects. For the majority of

the sediment transport throughout both models the overall trend is deposition except in
the upper limits of the Tombigbee River. Figure 6.38 shows the water surface levels
throughout the duration of each of the models are very similar and can be seen by the
results in Table 6.1. The velocities produced around the inflow of the river into the canal
produces are comparable velocities yet the velocities on the downstream west bank were
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distributed across the canal section more which can be seen by comparing the decrease in
shear stress on the bed between the models at the middle pool. Figure 7.1 shows how
wide of a range of vertical flows are caused in the system just below the mouth of the
Tombigbee inflow throughout the run.
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Figure 7.1

Vertical Velocities Immediately Below Tombigbee-TTW Junction

However the main differences between the two models are produced from the 2D
model being depth averaged and the 3D being able to transport sediment vertically and to
vary the transport rate and direction in the vertical direction. The difference in shear
stress was initially believed to be more of a difference than what these models showed it
to be. During high flow events the shear stress showed a larger difference but as shown in
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Figures 6.9 and 6.28 the differences are only found in the higher velocity area in the
upper end of the Tombigbee River where the largest increase in shear stress was found at
two Newtons per square meter. Figure 6.22 was shown to show how 3D allows much
more varaibility in sediment transport as it shows how the velocities can change
vertically throughout any reach in the system. The ability to change velocities in the
vertical direction allows for temperature and sediment transport stratification in the 3D
model. This can be significant because sediment transports and settles differently in
stratified systems.
The largest difference produced by the two models ability to transport is believed
to be the helical flow produced by the 3D model. Helical flow is typically produced in
sinuous systems where the water is driven to the outer bank causing slightly higher water
levels that then force the water down the bank which typically results in steeper velocity
gradients and greater bed shear stresses. As can be seen when comparing Figures 6.10
and 6.29 the inside of the bends in the river show the differences in how the sediment
deposits and erodes. These differences cause the different sediments to distribute
throughout the system in a different manner. The 2D model tends to erode less and
deposit more whereas the 3D model tends to have more erosion and a little less
deposition. By comparing Figure 6.2 to 6.20 it is obvious that the 3D Model showed
more erosion as it lowered the water surface elevation.
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CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The objectives of this study were to model Aberdeen Pool in both two and three
dimensional models using the Environmental Fluid Dynamics Code to compare the
models. The continuing build up of sediments near River Mile 366 were analyzed to
determine which model could be better applied to these types of problems. The main
objective of this research was to create the model using Aberdeen Pool of the TennesseeTombigbee Waterway not for validation but for the purpose of determining the
differences in their ability to address sediment transport.
These objectives were reached in the results with comparisons of water levels,
sediment concentrations, shear stress, and bed change. The results of these models have
given insight as to what each model will provide or duplicate. The 2D model gives very
comparable results in those areas as compared to the 3D model. The 2D model appears to
produce realistic results and is reliable in this situation. It also seems to produce realistic
results in transport in the x and y directions in areas with straighter channels as it doesn’t
have to replicate the turbulence in the bendways of a system. This could be helpful in
situations that have limited funding or ability to collect data for the model. The 3D model
should be used in situations where there are highly sinuous systems and higher velocities,
and a need for more definition of suspended sediment transport. However, the application
of the model relies on what is needed out of the model.
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As a conclusion for this study it is suggested that this research be continued so
that these processes can be better understood and the models results can be interpreted
correctly. This type of research should be performed on all 2D and 3D models as to gain
knowledge as to how to better apply them.
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